Conducting a competition under the

World Handicap System™

Which Terms of the Competition should be communicated in advance?
Handicap Index eligibility and limits:
- Is there a maximum Handicap Index for eligibility or use in the competition?
™
- Is there a maximum Playing Handicap to be used in the competition?
- What is the effective date for the Handicap Index to be used during the competition?
The tees to be played:
- Is everyone playing from the same set of tees or are multiple tees in use? Please note: If par is not the
same for all players, those playing from the tees with a higher par must receive additional stroke(s)
equal to the difference.
The handicap allowance to be used:
- Is there a handicap allowance being applied to create equity based on the format of play?
Handicap allowance recommendations can be found in Appendix C of the Rules of Handicapping.
The stroke index allocation to be used:
- Are stroke index values relevant for the format of play (for example: four-ball stroke play)?
In mixed competitions where players play their own ball, players receive strokes based on their respective
stroke index allocation.

Where does rounding take place in the Playing Handicap calculation?
To avoid multiple rounding points
when converting a Handicap Index
into a Playing Handicap, any handicap
allowance should be applied to the
unrounded Course Handicap™.
The rounded Course Handicap should
still be used for the purposes of
applying Net Double Bogey and Net Par
adjustments.

How should the Committee handle multi-round competitions?
When a competition spans consecutive days, it is recommended that the Committee uses the same Handicap Index
for all rounds.
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The Committee should use the
The Committee has the right to
Scores must be posted on the day of
Handicap Index as of the closest date modify the Playing Handicap of any play so that they will contribute to the
possible to the start of the competition. player before or between rounds.
daily Playing Conditions Calculation.

For more information on conducting competitions under the WHS,
refer to the USGA Handicap Committee Guide

